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Archive and Downloading Options
August 23, 2019 Friday Schedule; repeats September 6, 2019
Midnight to 0600: royalty-free music Podcaster’s website ; Underwriter website
0600: Royalty Free Original Music: 1 hr. program.This show is produced by local musicians, who give
their creations royalty free to our community. Podcaster’s website ; Underwriter website
0655: Sign-on (FM 106.9 in Pine Mountain Club, California)
0700: Democracy Now: 1 hr. stream from Pacifica, a national, daily, independent, award-winning news
program hosted by journalists Amy Goodman and Juan Gonzalez.
0800: PoetsWest: Podcaster’s website; Underwriter website Sampling of poems by poets with
surname of Williams. Archive 01-05-2014

0830: PoetsWest: Podcaster’s website; Underwriter website Poems on visual art and artists. Archive
01-12-2014
0900: The Magical Mystery Tour: Podcaster’s website ; Underwriter website The first part of the
show features an interview with Edward Rosenfeld, Author of the updated and revised THE BOOK OF
HIGHS: 255 Ways to Alter Your Consciousness Without Drugs. Part two features an interview with Dr
James Fadiman, author of THE PSYCHEDELIC GUIDE: Safe, Therapeutic and Sacred Journeys. Archive
04-22-2018
1000: Full Circle: Podcaster’s Website ; Underwriter website FEISTY FEMME FOLKTALES & LET
LIGHT SHINE. Archive 03-09-2019
1100: The Spin: Podcaster’s Website ; Underwriter website Afrika Bambaata is a Hip Hop Icon,
founder of the international Zulu Nation - and he's an alleged serial sexual abuser of young boys. The
allegations of sexual abuse stunned hip hop, which then went into free fall. On The Spin, Dr Yaba Blay
and Dr Treva B Lindsey speak with Host Esther Armah about hard conversations within communities
about the silence that surrounds serial perpetrators, breaking that silence. Plus Erykah Badu and her
140 character rant about school girls skirt lengths plus a campus uprising on Ohio State
University. Archive 05-03-2017
1200: Maternally Yours Radio: Podcaster’s website ; Underwriter website Join the Conversation as
Ryan and Dana welcome psychotherapist and author Claire Bidwell Smith to discuss the emotional
lives of moms who are mothering without their own mothers to guide them. Archive 04-28-2014
1300: Catskill Review of Books: Podcaster’s website ; Underwriter website Diana Oswald on
Debutante era. Archive 01-06-2014
1330: Catskill Review of Books: Podcaster’s website ; Underwriter website Anna Janssen explains
how Sweden is not as cosy as it looks. Archive 01-29-2014

1400: From the Vault: Podcaster’s website ; Underwriter website This week on From The Vault we
present American poet Jack Spicer, one of the main drivers behind the San Francisco Renaissance, a
poetry and creative explosion that happened in this California city in the 1950's. Thanks to the efforts
of poets like Jack Spicer, Kenneth Rexroth, Madelaine Glaser, Robert Duncan, Robert Creely,
philosopher Alan Watts as well as Beat legends Allen Ginsberg, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Michael
McClure, Gary Snyder, and Jack Kerouac, San Francisco became the epicenter of a creative and
intellectual explosion that would influence generations of artists and scholars. Archive
08-03-2011
1500: Progressive Spirit:
Podcaster’s website ; Underwriter website It is now 16 years after the
events of September 11th, 2001 that have changed the world. I am in the midst of a series of
interviews with 9/11 skeptics and scholars. These are sober scientists who refuse to be bullied and
who present their case with analysis of the evidence. I have spoken already with psychotherapist,
Frances Shure, who is writing a series of articles entitled, "Why Good People Become Silent or Worse
About 9/11." I have also spoken with David Ray Griffin, sometimes called the grandfather of the 9/11
truth movement, about his latest book, "Bush and Cheney: How They Ruined America and the World."
Interviews forthcoming are with Graham MacQueen who exposed the 2001 anthrax hoax in his book,
"The 2001 Anthrax Deception: The Case for a Domestic Conspiracy." Dr MacQueen is a retired
professor in the Religious Studies Department at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
He is a member of the 9/11 Consensus Panel along with Frances Shure and David Ray Griffin. Also, I
will speak with Dr. Leroy Hulsey, Chair of University of Alaska Fairbanks Civil and Environmental
Engineering Department, who this week released a draft report of the science behind the collapse of
World Trade Center Tower 7. Today I speak with Dr. Niels Harrit, Associate Professor of Chemistry at
the Nano-Science Center, University of Copenhagen; first author of "Active Thermitic Material
Observed in Dust from the 9/11 World Trade Center Catastrophe published in the Open Chemical
Physics Journal" in 2009. We discuss the thermite, thermate, and nanothermite discovered in the dust
of the World Trade Center towers, his evaluation of the reports released by National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), and the work of the 9/11 Consensus Panel. Niels Harrit, PhD., was
born in 1945. Since 1971, he has been associate professor at University of Copenhagen. He retired
from the position in 2009 and is now emeritus. Thus, he has been a researcher and teacher in the
Department of Chemistry for more than forty years and has published more than 60 peer-reviewed
papers in the best scientific journals. The latest publications are about time-resolved X-ray
spectroscopy of ultra-fast photochemical processes and multidimensional fluorescence spectroscopy.
Since 2007 he has been actively involved in the global movement for 911-truth, demanding an
independent investigation of the terror attacks on September 11th, 2001. He was the leading author
of a scientific paper, published in April, 2009, describing the findings of active thermitic material in the
dust from the collapses of the three (!) skyscrapers of World Trade Center. He is member of the 911consensus panel (http://www.consensus911.org/). Over the years, Dr. Harrit has given more than
330 presentations on the collapses of the World Trade Center skyscrapers in Denmark, Sweden,
Norway, Germany, Holland, France, Switzerland, Spain, United Kingdom, Canada, USA, China,
Australia, Russia and Iceland. Archive 08-31-2017
1600: Confetti Park: Podcaster’s website ; Underwriter website Children's Music & Stories : Egg
Man. Archive 07-20-2018
1630:

Confetti Park: Podcaster’s website ; Underwriter website Snow Bank. Archive 11-30-2018

1700: Flashpoints: 1 hr. stream from Pacifica; An award winning front-line investigative news magazine,
focusing on human, civil and workers’ rights, issues of war and peace, Global Warming, racism and
poverty, and other issues. Hosted by Dennis J. Bernstein.
1800: Pacifica Evening News: 1 hr. stream from Pacific ; The Pacifica Evening News is a collaboration of
KPFA and KPFK in Los Angeles and KFCF in Fresno. Comprehensive coverage of the day’s news with a
focus on war and peace; social, environmental, and economic justice.

1900: Peace Talks Radio: The Series on Peacemaking and Nonviolent Conflict Resolution:

Podcaster’s

website ; Underwriter website PEACE TALKS RADIO, the radio series and podcast on peacemaking
and nonviolent conflict resolution strategies offers up another compilation show based on a single
season of its programs. Youll hear compelling excerpts from programs released in 2018. Included are
conversations about reducing sexual assault by understanding consent, promoting the development of
empathy in young people, improving empathy among health care workers, techniques for healing
trauma (including songwriting with veterans battling PTSD), and more. Archive 01-29-2019
2000: From the Vault: Podcaster’s website ; Underwriter website This Week on From the Vault we
honor one of the great visionary thinkers of our time Edward Said. Edward Said was born in
Jerusalem in 1935. His father was an American Citizen of Christian Protestant Palestinian origins.
Said's family moved to the United States when he was in High School and he would go on to earn a
bachelor's degree at Princeton University and a masters and PhD in English Literature at Harvard
University. Edward Said became Professor of Comparative Literature at Columbia University in 1963,
where he would teach until his death on September 25th, 2003. Edward Said would use his duel
heritage to help bridge the gap between the West and the Middle East and to improve the IsraeliPalestinian conflict with his acute and sober analysis. Today we will present selections from The
Pacifica Radio Archive's 30 years of recordings with Dr. Said. But first we present a special edition of
KPFK's Uprising radio program with Host Sonali Kolhatkar and her special guest, Alternative Radio's
David Barsamian. Together they honor Dr. Edward Said the day after his death. That was Kpfk's
Uprising radio show host Sonali Kolhatkar interviewing Alternative Radio's David Barsamian. This
program was recorded on September 26th 2003, the day following the death of Dr. Edward Said.
Next we will hear and excerpt from one of the early recordings of Dr. Said. On the 5 year Anniversary
of the June 10th, 1967 6-day War in the Middle East, Dr Edward Said sat down with WBAI producers
to discuss the current situations between the Palestinians and The Israeli's. The formation of the
modern state of Israel in 1948 was followed by the formation of United Nations refugee camps for
displaced Arabs. Between September 16th and 18th 1982, two of these camps, Sabra and Shatilla,
were surrounded by Israeli Troops while Lebanese militia murdered roughly 2000 civilian men women
and children. The next day Edward Said spoke out against the inhumanity of this slaughter. And
finally on February 20th, 2003 just a few months before his death, Edward Said would give one of his
last speeches before a packed house on the campus of UCLA in Los Angeles. Archive 11-10-2011
2100: Mueller report: Original recording by KVRU 105.7 FM Seattle, WA Podcaster’s website ;
Underwriter website
2200 to midnight:

royalty-free music Podcaster’s website ; Underwriter website

